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Abstract—Animal recognition and identification research is
critical for animal protection and monitoring. We focused specif-
ically on cats in this report. A method for cat recognition and
identification is proposed that is based on Autoencoders and
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). Additionally, we created
a fresh dataset containing 1,994 photos of 17 cats. This article
details how to utilize Autoencoder to denoise cat image data and
combine it with CNN to create a strong model for the same cat
recognition, which serves as motivation and a reference for future
research in animal recognition.

Index Terms—Animal Management, Cat Identification and
Recognition, Autoencoder, CNN

I. INTRODUCTION

As computer vision technology advances and mobile camera
devices become more widespread, this trend has resulted in
an increase in the number of computer vision apps for object
detection.

Animal detection and recognition are becoming increas-
ingly important in a variety of industries, including animal
husbandry, pet care& lost lost and found, as well as wildlife
conservation. For instance, recognition in animal husbandry
is dependent on the printed tag connected to the animals.
Real-time animal recognition in farms, on the other hand, is
dependent on the tracking of human eyes. When it comes to
pets, owners typically implant intrusive microchips to deter
theft or loss. The procedures outlined above may be costly
and time-consuming. With facial recognition for cows, it is
possible to monitor the amount of water and food consumed
by the cow throughout the day, as well as detect signs of illness
and aberrant behaviour [1].

The advancement of computer vision and the availability
of affordable photographic equipment enables the automatic
recognition of objects. [2] For feature detection and extrac-
tion, animal recognition makes use of feature descriptors.
These attributes are used to train prediction models that
can ultimately predict the label for a given image. We will
discuss current advancements in image preprocessing, feature
extraction, and classification in this paper. Additionally, this
report will demonstrate the advancement of object recognition
by deep learning.

Identify applicable funding agency here. If none, delete this.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Image Preprocessing
Image preprocessing aims to enhance features and decrease

the impact of distortions for further image processing. As for
animal recognition, the images usually have the characteristics
of uneven illumination, complex background and image noises
[3].

Noises are present in the digital images, which can de-
crease object recognition accuracy without appropriate noise
reduction. Gaussian noise frequently happens in animal images
because the animal images might be taken in poor illumination
conditions such as farms, fields, and shelters. The gaussian
filter was developed for Gaussian noise reduction by per-
forming convolution between a convolution kernel and image
[4]. Recently, a low-pass filter called Gaussian pyramid was
applied to cattle recognition by removing noise at different
Gaussian pyramid levels [5].

In images, the background portion might be much greater
than the target of interest, which could eventually mislead
the model to learn background features. Therefore, cropping
out the unnecessary background could improve further image
recognition accuracy. In addition, as for the CNN model,
cropping the image into the same size is essential for model
training. Until now, this operation has been proved to improve
the accuracy of sheep and pigs recognitions [6], [7]

B. Feature Descriptors
The previous image recognition works involved three fea-

ture extractions, including low, mid, and high-level methods.
Low-level feature extraction mainly focuses on the local fea-
ture by evaluation of the small pieces of an image (e.g. a group
of pixels). Currently, scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT)
descriptor and histogram of gradient (HOG) descriptor are
frequently used for object recognition as low-level approaches.
The mid-level approach aims to use statistical analysis of
local features to represent a global image. [8] For example,
the bag of words (BoG) algorithm is one of the most used
approaches in image classification. High-level methods usually
utilize deep learning methods to describe the entire image. [9]

SIFT descriptor utilizes gradient distribution in the target
regions, which is invariant to the change of rotation, loca-
tion and scale to find the unique feature points. The SIFT



algorithm comprises four major steps: feature point detec-
tion and localization, followed by orientation assignment and
feature descriptor generation. To improve feature description
efficiency, gradient location and orientation histogram (GLOH)
was proposed as a SIFT-like descriptor. GLOH descriptor
decreases the size of grids by principal component analysis
(PCA) and adjusts the grid location to enhance distinctive-
ness and robustness. However, the GLOH descriptor has not
been applied in animal recognition, while SIFT descriptor is
frequently used (e.g. cattle, cow). The HOG descriptor relies
on the histogram valuation of gradient orientation occurrences
in the grid of a given image [10]. The shapes and edges of
images can be descriptive by evaluating the local gradient.
HOG approach was frequently applied for object recognition
because it can represent the contour of objective and invariant
to the change of illumination [11]. Meghna and his team
proposed a novel method for the recognition of human pose
using the Radon transform. They create a way to present
the human skeleton as a binary vector and utilize parametric
Radon transform to extract pose features, which generates
maximum corresponding to specific orientations of the skeletal
representation. [12] Also, in order to get the feature, we still
have certain limitations like shape of the objects or image
noise. Their team represented Gaussian and Laplacian of
Gaussian weighting functions for robust features to overcome
and suppress the noise and create a new mechanism for
determining the optimal weighting function based on image
parameters, more specifically the edge characteristics of ob-
jects in the image. [13] Similarly, Mark and his team also
proposed a new method to solve the feature detection in
non-SVP(single viewpoint) situations. They represent a new
mathematical model to detect features in panoramic non-SVP
images using a modified Hough transform and significantly
improve the performance in identifying line features with only
estimated calibration. [14]

For face recognition, one of the most important aspects
is finding the landmark points and presenting the image as
a vector to feed the neural network for training purposes.
Although we are researching cat faces, some work has been
done on human faces that could also give us some inspiration
on how to handle cat faces more efficiently. Lijun and his
team created an MPEG4 face modelling using fiducial points.
They utilize two views of a person’s face and the predefined
fiducial points to generate a 3D face model. [15] Also, feature
descriptors could be more accurate if we apply them into
some specific significant part of the face. Lijun and his team
have built a shape-adaptive model to track noses based on the
nose shape estimation. A two-stage region growing method
was applied to certain areas, and used pre-defined templates
to extract the shapes of the nostril and nose-side. Finally,
the extracted feature shapes are exploited to guide a facial
model to complete an accurate adaptation. [16] In order to
make the model match the face more accurately, Lijun and his
team used a partial texture updating method for realistic facial
expression synthesis with facial wrinkles. First, they use a
color-based deformable template matching method to estimate

fiducial points on a face. Second, an extended dynamic mesh
matching algorithm is developed for face tracking. Next,
textures of interest (TOI) in the potential expressive wrinkles
and mouth–eye texture areas are captured by the detected
fiducial points. Among the TOI, the so-called active textures
or expressive textures are extracted by exploring temporal
correlation information. Finally, the entire facial texture is
synthesized using the active texture. [17]

Overall, based on the literature reviews for different meth-
ods, there is a brief summary for some of the traditional
feature extraction methods, and Convolutional neural network
(CNN). The traditional feature detection methods are Harris
Corner Detection, SIFT, Local Binary Pattern (LBP), speeded
Up Robust Feature (SURF) and a few more, lately it has been
replaced by CNN, since CNN is automated with high accuracy
to extract complex features with higher efficiency.

SIFT is one of the oldest methods started in 1997. It is very
reliable to get scale-invariant results by looking for features
on the entire space. It has a good accuracy and the result
features are robust, while the time complexity is comparely
slow and computational heavy. Also, it has poor performance
when extracting features from smoothing targets. LBP was
introduced in 1994. It is a simple but effective image operator
that labels pixels of an image and compares its neighbors.
LBP has a good performance under translation and grey scale.
Although the LBP method is computational light, it is not
invariant to any image rotation and scales. [18]

SURF is similar to SIFT but much faster, while it has a
lower accuracy compared to SIFT. The main drawbacks for
SURF, compared to SIFT, is the same, that it cannot detect
objects accurately on textureless objects. [19]

CNN is a deep learning neural network and could take a pre
labeled image dataset as input, train the model with the dataset
and be able to classify new images. It has automatic feature
extraction functionality and has the highest accuracy, while
it requires a large dataset for training and is computationally
intensive. There’s a few common convolutional networks used
for image classification, one is ResNet and another is VGG
architecture. [20]

Iris recognition is another automated method that has been
widely used for biometric identification. It specialize in pattern
recognition techniques in images, and find similarity in the 2
images that is extremely difficult for other recognition method
to achieve the same, such as human eyes that has unique and
complex pattern, yet stable and can be visually seen. [21]

On top of the above methods, SVM (Support vector ma-
chines) is often being used together to further improve the
accuracy of the traditional methods. The conducted research
in Iris Image Segmentation showed that it achieves highest
accuracy with SVM on traditional methods (99.92%). [22],
[23]

C. Learning Methods

The classical approaches based on the hand-craft feature de-
scriptors and classifiers have been making remarkable achieve-
ments in image recognition. However, image descriptors usu-



ally need to be engineered or designed manually. It takes a
long time to evaluate the accuracy of descriptors. The CNN
method was started in 1980. Due to the computational power
limit at the time, it was not popular as it required a large
amount of data for training. Meanwhile, classifier-based meth-
ods including K-means and SVM had better performances than
CNN approaches. These problems were solved by the deep
brief network algorithm and utilization of GPU. CNN based
image recognition now dominates the image classification with
high accuracy [Semantic Learning for Image Compression].
The research paper for wrinkle detection, which builds image
classification models based on convolutional neural networks,
has achieved 85.9% accuracy for wrinkle detection. [24]

GoogLeNet is a deep neural network model based on the
Inception module launched by Google. It won the cham-
pionship in the ImageNet competition in 2014. [25] It has
been improving in the following two years, forming Inception
V2, Inception V3, Inception V4 and other versions. In order
to solve the issue caused by 1) too many parameters 2)
computational heavy caused by too many network layers 3)
Gradient dispersion problem, the notion of Inception was
introduced. Inception is to put multiple convolutions or pooling
operations together to form a network module. When design-
ing a neural network, use the module as a unit to assemble
the entire network structure. Before Inception was introduced,
neural networks would use the same size convolution layers.
However, images with different scales need different sizes
of convolution layers and could have different performances
under different sizes. An Inception module provides multiple
convolution kernel operations, and the network could choose
to use it by adjusting the parameters during the training
process. GoogleNet has a wide range of applications in animal
detection and recognition. In the competition of ImageNet, it
improved the accuracy from 22.6% to 43.9%, and two years
later, ImageNet stopped its future competition, which means
GoogleNet has reached the milestone that machines could have
the accuracy as close as humans in the area of classifying
images. AlexNet was proposed by Alex Krizhevsky in 2012
and won the 2012 ILSVRC competition. [26] It uses ReLU
as the activation function of CNN instead of using Sigmoid
and successfully solves the issue of Gradient dispersion caused
by Sigmoid. During training, it uses Dropout to ignore some
neurons to avoid model overfitting randomly. Before AlexNet,
most CNNs used average pooling. However, AlexNet uses
overlapped max pooling to avoid the blur effect of average
pooling and enhance the richness of features. It proposed a
new LRN (Local Response Normalization) layer to create a
competition system for local neurons to suppress partial inac-
tive neurons and improve the model’s generalization ability.
Also, data enhancement adds over 2000 times the amount of
the original data to avoid overfitting. AlexNet could be applied
to animal facial recognition. Using the structural similarity
between animal faces and human faces, we could build a
mapping network from animal faces to human faces (the first
five convolution modules of AlexNet) and use facial landmark
points to localize and recognize animal faces.

III. METHOD

The execution of experiments were performed with Core-
i7-9700 CPU and GTX 2070 GPU, based on Python-3.7, Ten-
sorflow gpu-2.1.0, cuda-10.1.243, cudnn-7.6.5, and function
library Opencv python-3.4.2, Numpy-1.18.5, Matplotlib-3.2.2
and Scikit learn-0.23.1

A. Dataset Preparation

We started with photos from Kaggle’s cat dataset [27]. This
dataset comprises almost 20,000 photos of cats with varying
image quality. The majority of cats in the collection are
unique; only a few cats have two or three photos with varying
attitudes and backgrounds, as illustrated in figure 1. Despite
the fact that the Kaggle cat dataset has a significant number of
cat images, we quickly concluded that the Kaggle cat dataset
did not fit our purpose. Our objective is to identify the same
cat in a variety of stances and environments. Therefore, a new
dataset that contains different cats, and each cat has multiple
images, is required for continuing the project.

Fig. 1. Example of cat images in Kaggle cat dataset [27]

1) Data Augmentation: We employ the data augmentation
technique to enrich existing photos in order to satisfy dataset
requirement for the project. We randomly choose ten different
cats with high-quality images. Following that, we call OpenCV
library methods to execute grayscale, mirror, and angle rota-
tions. Each cat image generates more than ten other images.
The augumented images are used to create a fresh dataset for
training and testing CNN models.

2) Build Dataset: This dataset’s purpose is to collect
enough photos of the same cat. Images are gathered through
video and Instagram cat bloggers. The script of Instaloader
downloads images. Furthermore, we choose and download cat
videos from https://www.pexels.com. Then, using the OpenCV
library’s video capture function, we randomly selected and
captured video frames.

3) Cat Face Detection and Crop: We intend to clip out
the cat face from the entire image in order to reduce the
influence of the background and the computational load on the
CNN model. The Haar-Cascade and HOG detector algorithms
are used to achieve cat head identification and background
removal. The HOG recognition algorithm is created from



scratch, whereas the Haar-Cascade approach is adapted via
the OpenCV library’s function. Finally, we purge the dataset
by manually removing photos that do not contain cat heads.

4) Dataset Finalization: We enhance the Kaggle dataset
using OpenCV library methods to create several photos of the
same cat, as seen in Figure 2. However, the CNN model is
incapable of encoding an object’s position or orientation. As
a result, this approach is not used to generate the dataset.

Fig. 2. Examples of data augmentation

Using OpenCV video capture and Instagram image down-
load. We create a dataset with a total of 10,000 photographs.
Some photographs in this dataset contain a significant portion
of background or other undesirable objectives. To avoid these
potential influences on model training, we use Haar-like fea-
ture classifiers and HOG to clip the cat face out of the entire
image. In comparison to the HOG approach, the Haar method
was more prone to misclassifying other targets (e.g., grass) as
cat faces, as shown in Figures 3A and 3B. As a result, we use
HOG to go through the entire dataset and manually delete the
incorrect photos. Finally, our dataset has 17 different cats with
1994 photos with a resolution of 150*150. However, some
photographs contain other types of noise, such as little dots,
occlusion, or grass. Following that, the dataset was divided
into three parts: training, validation, and testing, with a split
ratio of 7: 1: 2. In addition, the appropriate label for each
image data was included to assess the accuracy.

Fig. 3. Image operated by HOG (A) and Haar-like feature classifier (B)

B. CNN Model

1) Keras-based CNN model: Our dataset contains all dif-
ferent types of cats, and the majority of them have extremely
similar appearances and have a common trait in their body
parts, which might make categorization much more difficult.

CNN’s feature map (convolution layer) may be able to help
us by determining the most correct feature dimension for
classification.

Using the Keras framework, we construct our CNN model
and define appropriate parameters from scratch. The CNN
model begins with a rectifier implemented with the Relu
function to facilitate gradient propagation. Following that,
a convolution layer with the appropriate filter numbers and
block size was added, as well as an activation function and
a max-pooling layer. It’s also worth noting that we include
the dropout layer after the max-pooling layer to increase the
robustness of our model, as recommended in the original
dropout study. [28]. The architecture of our CNN model is
shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Visualization of CNN architecture

Optimizers are responsible for minimising the cost function
in CNN models. We investigate three Keras-implemented
optimizers in this paper. The Adadelta optimizer employs
a stochastic gradient descent algorithm. This optimizer is
capable of resolving two issues: continuous decay of the
learning rate and manual setting of the global learning rate.
Adam optimizer makes use of stochastic gradient descent and
moment estimation at first- and second-order. [29]. SGD opti-
mizer in the Keras framework construct a stochastic gradient
descent optimizer with momentum. The momentum function
can assist a model in moving in the desired direction and also
attenuate oscillations. [30]

2) Autoencoder Implementation: We updated our model
and added a new Autoencoder Module to handle the issue
of image noise. We use the Autoencoder for the train dataset
to denoise the images. We begin by training the Autoencoder
model on a subset of each dataset (around 10%). Then, we
add noise to the training data and feed it into the encoder-
decoder model to train our Autoencoder model. Then, once
the Autoencoder model has been trained, we load all the
data into it to generate denoised images. Finally we analyse
the influence of image noise on our CNN model using the
denoised images generated from last step.

IV. RESULT

A. CNN Model

After constructing the dataset and CNN model, we begin
testing the CNN model. We begin by optimizing with Adadelta



and setting the learning rate to 0.001 for model testing. As
illustrated in Figure 5, after 400 epochs in the testing set, this
CNN model is unable to converge. Additionally, the accuracy
cannot be increased above 80%.

Fig. 5. Preliminary results of CNN model (learning rate = 0.001, Optimizer =
Adadelta) Left image: Curve of Loss Value Right image: Curve of Accuracy
Value

Additionally, we discovered that our CNN model can
converge based on this preliminary test. As a result, it is
unnecessary to add more layers to the model. As a result, we
begin by adjusting the learning rate and comparing various
optimizers in order to improve the model’s performance. We
discovered that setting the learning rate at 0.01 is reasonable
after multiple attempts and experiments.

As shown in Figure 6, the convergence rate of the Adadelta
based model becomes much higher than before. And the final
result of Adadelta optimzer is good. However, the SGD based
model was very fast as well as the improvement of accuracy.
It might result in overfitting problems. Compared with SGD
and Adadelta, Adam optimizer’s performance is not stable,
especially when training for many loops, it’s accuracy various
in a quiet wide range, even though the average of the accruracy
does not change much. Therefore, it is appropriate to choose
the Adadelta as optimizer in our study.

Fig. 6. Loss value accuracy value curve graphs of different optimizers
(learning rate = 0.01) (A1) Accuracy value curve of Adadelta optimizer (A2)
Loss value curve of Adadelta optimizer (B1) Accuracy value curve of Adam
optimizer (B2) Loss value curve of Adam optimizer (C1) Accuracy value
curve of SGD optimizer (C2) Loss value curve of SGD optimizer

Additionally, we examine how the Autoencoder module’s
implementation affects the accuracy of our CNN model. In our
test, the average time required to provide classification results
for the training dataset is 421 seconds. After 7,000 epochs

of training processing, we have a decent outcome. The error
rate is approximately 0.03 after 1,000 epochs. The error rate is
approximately 0.02 after 3,000 epochs. After 7,000 epochs, the
error rate approaches 0.01. As our final evaluation revealed,
it does give a reasonably good performance, as illustrated in
Figure 7.

Fig. 7. Sample images from Autoencoder Module output

In comparison to the single CNN technique, we incorporate
the Autoencoder module on top of single CNN technique.
Comparing the test result without Autoencoder, with the same
dataset, we discover that our technique performs far better
when dealing with noisy photos. Without Autoencoder, many
cat faces are undetectable because of the image noise, such
as occlusion or minor irrelevant objects. And false positive
prediction labelling could occurs as well. We can easily reduce
noise with Autoencoder and ensure that our prediction labels
fall into the correct cat category as much as possbile. While no
model is flawless and there are still some defects in the result
prediction, we can see that there is more accurately predicted
labelling while training the same number of epochs as before,
indicating that our model has become more robust.

V. DISCUSSION

In this project, we faced challenges in dataset preparation
and CNN model optimization. Therefore, we would like to
discuss our rationale for solutions.

A. Rational of dataset preparation

To address the problem of recognising the same cat, it
is important to collect sufficient photographs of the same
cat in various angles and poses. However, there is currently
no open-source dataset that meets this requirement. Data
augmentation is a frequently used technique for reducing the
time required for data collecting. For image modification,
the OpenCV library includes numerous operations such as
translation, rotation, and reflection. The CNN model, on the
other hand, is unable to decode location information since
the convolutional layers can only detect low-level features
(e.g. edge gradients). Additionally, it has been noted that
Haar-cascade detection is prone to producing false-positive
recognition results. For example, the Haar-cascade detector
is easy to recognize unwanted objectives when dealing with
images that do not have front cat faces. Additionally, the
Haar-cascade is ineffective when confronted with occlusion
issues. By contrast, because the HOG method is based on the
identification of the contour of target objects, it may recognise



non-front faces and faces with occlusion. [31]. Based on our
attempts and experiments with the Autoencoder module, we
find out that Autoencoder could provide our model a certain
level of denoise ability and during the training process, we
can see that validation accuracy is higher than the training
accuracy. However, we also notice that it eliminates a portion
of the feature information from image data, which leads to
low accuracy in later CNN evaluation.

B. Rational of CNN model construction and optimization

In order to solve the problem of recognition and identifica-
tion of cats, we need to treat this problem as a classification
problem. The method we first found is CNN, which has
a wide range of applications in image classification. This
model has been used in competitions like ImageNet and has
shown us its performance in detecting and classifying images.
CNN normally has a better performance in classification of
different categories of images like dogs and cats. However, our
dataset contains all kinds of cats and most of them have very
similar outlooks and share the common properties in their body
parts, which could make the classification much more difficult.
CNN’s feature map (convolution layer) could provide us with
a solution by finding the most accurate feature dimension for
classification.

In our initial test, we choose the Adadelta optimizer and
set the learning rate as 0.001. However, the curve of loss
graph demonstrates that the model was at the local optimal.
Although increasing the learning rate to 0.01 could solve this
problem, the convergence rate of the Adadelta optimizer is
still low. SGD optimizer changes and updates the gradients
for each training dataset. In addition, the momentum function
is integrated into the SGD optimizer in the Keras framework.
The momentum function can help the gradient move in the
right direction.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, we build up our own image dataset and
construct the CNN model from scratch based on the Keras
framework. In addition, we explore the function of the Au-
toencoder in our model and compared different optimizers.

For future work, we can expand our dataset with more cats
that have more similar cat faces and body colors so that it
could simulate the situation in real life, which requires our
model to extract the most distinguishable feature map during
the training process. In addition, it is necessary to explore how
many images are required for model training and optimize the
dataset split ratio. Because it might be hard to collect adequate
images as this dataset for model training.

Also, in order to identify a new cat, the current model will
need to add the new cat to the dataset and train it again.
Instead, we could incorporate the idea of incremental learning
so that a new cat category could easily and fastly be added
to our model. The Autoencoder could provide our model the
ability to process image data with noise, but we need to
improve our Autoencoder module so that it will eliminate the
noise and could keep the original image features after denoise.

VII. ROLES

We wrote the proposal, literature review, and report together.

A. Dataset preparation

• Data augmentation: Arial Qin & Pengyin Chen
• Image collection and cleanup: Arial Qin & Junhao Lu
• Face detection: Pengyin Chen & Arial Qin
• Autoencoder implementation: Pengyin Chen & Junhao

Lu

B. CNN model construction and optimization

• CNN model build up: Pengyin Chen & Junhao Lu
• Fine-tune of CNN model: Junhao Lu & Arial Qin
• Optimizer Comparison: Junhao Lu & Arial Qin
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